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Abstract 
Given relatively prime integers N,a~,...,ak, a multi-connected loop network is defined as 
the directed graph with vertex set Z/NZ = {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}, and directed edges i ~ r :- 
i+  aj (mod N). If each edge i ---, i+  aJ is given a positive real weight wj for j = 1 . . . . .  k, then 
we have a weighted multi-connected loop network. The weight of a path is the sum of weights 
on its edges. The distance from a vertex to another is the minimum weight of all paths from the 
first vertex to the second. The diameter of the network is the maximum distance, and the average 
diameter is the average distance in the network. In this paper we study the diameter and the 
average diameter of a weighted multi-connected loop network. We give a unified and generalized 
presentation of several results in the literature, and also some new results are obtained. 
1. Introduction 
Let N>~I,  al . . . . .  ak be integers and wl . . . . .  wk positive real numbers. A multi- 
connected loop network is defined as the directed graph with vertex set 2V/NZ = 
{0,1 . . . . .  N -  1} and directed edges i ~ r =- i +a j (modN) .  We assume that the 
network is strongly connected, which is equivalent to the assertion 
gcd(N, al . . . . .  ak) = 1. (1) 
For each j ,  we give each of  the edges i ---, i + aj (mod N)  the weight wj. The resulting 
network is called a weighted multi-connected loop network. 
The weight of a directed path is the sum of weights on its edges. The distance 
d( i , j )  from a vertex i to a vertex j is the minimum weight of all paths from i to 
j .  The diameter D = Du(al . . . . .  ak;wl . . . . .  wk) is given as D = maxd( i , j ) ,  and the 
average diameter A = AN(a1 . . . . .  ak;wl . . . . .  wk) is the average of all the distances 
d(i , j )  in the network. Since the network is vertex symmetric, we have 
1 N--I 
D = max d(0 , j ) ,  A = -7; Z d(O,j). (2) 
O<~j<N N 
j=0 
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For many applications it is a natural requirement of a network that the diameter 
is small. Often it is, however, more important that the average diameter is small. Of 
course, a network is particularly nice if it satisfies both these requirements. 
In the literature on loop networks partial answers to two problems are given. We 
will designate these two problems as the local problem and the global problem. The 
local problem consists in designing an algorithm producing D and/or A, given the 
input N, al . . . . .  ak; wl . . . . .  wk. The global problem is, given N and wl . . . . .  wk, to find a 
sequence al . . . . .  ak which minimizes D and/or A. 
Suppose that all the ai are positive, and put wi --- ai, i = 1 . . . . .  k. By Lemma 3 
of Brauer and Shockley [1], we then have that D-  N is the 'Frobenius number' of 
the sequence N, al . . . . .  ak, which is the largest integer which cannot be represented by 
the linear form Nxo + alxl + • • • + akxk in non-negative integers x~. By the theorem of 
Selmer [15], we also have in this case that A - (N-  1)/2 is the number of non-negative 
integers which cannot be represented in this way. For results on the corresponding local 
problem, see [5,11, 12, 16]. In [14] we gave some results on the corresponding global 
problem. Also an upper bound problem has been studied in this case, see [3,4,13]. 
Next, for arbitrary integers a~, put all the wi = 1. Then we are back to the problems 
studied by Wong and Coppersmith [19], which arise from Stone's description [18] of a 
'particular organization of a multimodule memory, designed to facilitate parallell block 
transfer in the high-speed memory of a computer system'. 
For k = 2 and arbitrary weights, a solution to the local problem is given by Cheng 
and Hwang [2]. This solution is a rather simple lifting to general weights wl, w2 of 
(a variant of) the algorithm of Greenberg [5] for the case wl = al, w2 = a2 (the 
Frobenius case). As Cheng and Hwang remark, a corresponding lifting can easily be 
done with our results [11 ]. We shall do this at the beginning of Section 3. This we do 
because it gives us a good starting point for the study of the global problem for k -- 2. 
However, a coarse worst case analysis indicates that Cheng and Hwang's algorithm 
is much faster than the one given in Section 3. For the local problem for k = 2, we 
therefore recommend the use of Cheng and Hwang's algorithm. 
Wong and Coppersmith [ 19] showed that 
DN(1 ,S ;1 ,1 )>~V~- -2 ,  AN(1 ,S ;1 ,1 )>~V~- - I .  (3) 
On the other hand, Hwang and Xu [6] constructed an s (dependent on N) satisfying 
DN(1,S;1,1) < v /~+2(3N) l /4+5,  N/>6348. (4) 
However, they did not consider AN(1,s; 1, 1). 
In Section 2 of this paper we give some reduction formulas for A and D, in Section 3 
we give the results corresponding to (3) for DN(al, a2; wl, w2) and Au(al ,  a2; wl, w2), 
in Section 4 we use a simplified version of Hwang and Xu's construction [6] to give 
an s such that al --- 1, a2 = s is close to minimizing Dm(al,a2; 1, 1) and AN(al,a2; 1, 1) 
simultaneously, and in Section 5 we give some general bounds for D and A. 
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2. Reduction formulas 
We now put tj = t j (N;a l  . . . . .  ak;wl . . . . .  wk) = d(0, j ) .  Then 
tj = min wixil aix5 = j (modN)  , (5) 
5=1 
where all the xi are non-negative integers, and the formulas (2) become 
N-I  
1 
D = max t), A = Z 0<j<~ -~ tj. (6) 
j=0 
Clearly, we have 
( DN(al . . . . .  ak ;wl , . .  • ,w~) = w lDu a l , . .  ., ak; 1, - - ,  . . . ,  , (7) 
wl wl / 
AN(al . . . . .  ak;wl . . . . .  wk) = w lAu  al . . . .  ,a~; 1 , - -  . . . . . .  (8) 
W1 
Suppose that c is an integer prime to N, and let b be the multiplicative inverse of 
c mod N. Then 
tbj(N; al . . . . .  ak; wl . . . . .  wk) = tj(N; al c . . . . .  akc; Wl . . . . .  wk ). (9) 
As j runs through a complete residue system modN,  so does bj. Hence, by (6), 
DN(al . . . . .  ak;wl . . . .  ,wk) = DN(alc . . . . .  akc;wl . . . . .  wk), (10) 
AN(a1 . . . .  ,ak; wl . . . . .  wk) = Au(a lc  . . . . .  a~c;wi . . . . .  w~). (1 1) 
In particular, if  1 <~dlai, i --= 1,2 . . . . .  k, by (1), we then have gcd(d ,N)  = 1, and by 
(10) and (11), 
DN(al . . . . .  ak ;wl , . ,  wk)=DN(ad  ak. ) • , , . . . ,7 ,WI , . . . ,Wk , 
) AN(a1 . . . . .  ak;Wl . . . .  ,Wk) =AN . . . . .  "-~;Wl . . . . .  Wk • 
Next, suppose that 1 <~dlN and d[a5 for i = 1,2 . . . . .  k -  1. By (1), we then have 
gcd(d, ak) = 1. Putting j = dq + akr, O<~r < d, and xk - - -dy +z,  O<~z < d, we now 
have, by (5), 
tdq+akr(N;al . . . .  ,ak;wl . . . .  ,wk)=min l~-~wsxs+wkdy+w~z I , 
- ) k.i=l 
where the minimum is taken over all sequences of non-negative integers xl . . . . .  Xk-l ,  y ,z  
satisfying 
k-1 
-dxs+aky=-q  rood Az=r .  
5=1 
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Thus we have 
tdq+akr(N; al  . . . . .  ak; wl . . . . .  wk) 
) : tq ; d . . . . .  - - ,ak ;w l  . . . . .  Wk- l ,dwk d 
and it follows by (6) that 
+ Wkr, 
DN(al . . . . .  ak ; wl . . . .  , Wk ) 
(a  d ak - l ,ak ;w l  . . . . .  w , -1 ,dwk)  + wk(d -1) ,  = DN/a . . . . .  - -~  (12) 
AN(a1 . . . . .  ak ; wl . . . . .  wk ) 
(°' ) = Au/a "-j . . . . .  ak------~l,ak;Wl . . . . .  Wk- l ,dWk +½Wk(d--1). 
d 
For k = 2, the formula (12) is given by Cheng and Hwang [2] in their Theorem 
2.1(iii). 
Now, let eN(1,s) denote the sequence uo, ul . . . . .  where 
ui = #{j l t j  = i,O<~j < N}, tj = tj(N; 1,s; 1, 1). 
Hwang and Xu [6] call s and s ~ equivalent skip distances if ~tu(l,s) = aN(1,Sl). A 
rather complicated eduction lead them to their Theorem 7, which states that s and 
N + 1 - s  are equivalent skip distances. An immediate consequence of this result is 
that 
Du(1,s;  1, 1) = DN(1 ,N  + 1 - s; 1, 1), 
and, as remarked by Hwang and Xu, this shows that 'one needs at most compute 
diameters for half of the skip distances to find the optimal one'. 
We now generalize the notion of equivalent skip distances to 'equivalent skip sets', 
and prove Theorem 1 below, which shows us how to generate classes of equivalent 
skip sets. 
So, let ct = ~u(al . . . . .  ak) denote the sequence uo, u l , . . . ,  where 
ui = #{jlty = i, O<.j < U},  
and where tj = t j (N;a l  . . . . .  ak; 1 .. . . .  1). Then we have 
DN(al . . . . .  ak; 1 .. . . .  1) = max{i lu i ¢ 0}, (13) 
1 
a~(al . . . . .  ak;1 . . . . .  l) = ~ Ziu i .  (14) 
i~>0 
i i We shall say that two sets of integers {al . . . . .  ak} and {a I . . . . .  ak} are equivalent 
skip sets if (1) and the corresponding condition for a~ are satisfied and 
OtN(al . . . . .  ak)  = t t ~u(a l  . . . . .  ak). 
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Clearly, by (13) and (14), equivalent skip sets have the same diameter, and also the 
same average diameter. 
The sequence ct only depends on the residues of ai mod N. We therefore consider 
the ai as elements of I_/NT/. Then ~ is uniquely determined by the subset B = 
{0 = ao, ai . . . . .  ak} of Z/NY, where we have introduced an artificial element a0 = 0. 
For c E Z/NZ, we put 
c+B={c+b[b6B},  c*B={cb[bEB}.  
Theorem 1. The sequence ot is (defined and) &variant under the following two types 
of transformations: 
B ~ c * B, for gcd(c,N) = 1, 
B--- -+-ai+B, for i=  1,2 . . . . .  k. 
(15) 
(16) 
Proof. Let b be the multiplicative inverse of  c mod N. Then the invariance of  ~ under 
(15) is an immediate consequence of (9) and the definition of 0t. 
For @ # C C_ Z/NZ and a non-negative integer h, let hC denote the set of sums of h 
elements of C, repetitions being allowed. Also, write ]C I = #C. By (5), we then have 
that tj(N;al . . . . .  ak; 1 . . . . .  1) is the smallest h>~0 for which there exists an element 
n E hB such that n - j (modN) .  We thus have u0 = 1, and 
uh = IhB \ (h - I)Sl = IhS l -  I (h -  I)Sl, h/> 1. 
Clearly, Ih(-a, + B)I = 1-hal + hB I ---IhBI for all h~>0, so that 
IhBI - I(h - 1)B I = Ih(-a, + B)] - I(h - 1 ) ( -a i  + B)I, h >~ 1. 
This proves the invariance of ~ under the transformation (16). [] 
In particular, if B = {0, 1,s}, then the transformations 
B ) ( -1 ) .B  , I+( - I ) *B={O,  1 ,N+I -s}  
show that {1,s} and {1,N + 1 - s}  are equivalent skip sets. This is Hwang and Xu's 
Theorem 7. 
3. Lower bounds for double loop networks 
In this section we prove the following theorem on double loop networks (i.e. the case 
k -- 2), essentially due to Wong and Coppersmith [19] (the case al = Wl = w2 = 1; 
also see [14]). 
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Theorem 2. We have 
Du(al,az;wl,w2)>~  -- wl -- w2, (17) 
Au(al,az;wl,w2)>~ ~  l - ~(wl + w2). (18) 
Further, we have strict inequality in both (17) and (18) unless 
al a2 
N = 3de A ewl = dw2 A -~- ÷ --e = 0(rood 3), (19) 
where d = gcd(N, al) and e = gcd(N, a2). On the other hand, (19) implies that 
equality holds in both (17) and (18). 
By (7) and (8), it suffices to prove Theorem 2 for weights 1,w. Put s_l = N/d, and 
determine so by 
al ~-s0 -------a2 (mods_l), 0~<So < S--1. 
Apply the Euclidean algorithm with negative remainders to the quotient s-1/So, 
Si-1 = qi+lSi -- Si+l, (20) 
0 = Sm+l <Sm < Sm-l < ' "  < so < S-l. (21) 
Integers Pi, Qi and real numbers R~ satisfy the same recurrence relation (20) as the 
integers i, but with different initial conditions: 
P-1 =0,  Po= 1; Q-1 =-1 ,  Q0--0; R-1 =s- l ,  Ro=so-wd.  
The following formulas are easily proved by induction on i: 
siPi+l - Si+lPi = S - l ,  (22) 
PiQi+l - Pi+lQi = 1, (23) 
alsi - a2dPi (modN), (24) 
Ri = si - wdPi. (25) 
By (20) and (21), qi+l ~>2, and it follows that Pi+l > Pi. Hence, by (25) and (21), 
-wdPm+l  = Rm+l < Rm < "'" < RO < R-1  = S - l ,  
and there is a unique integer v , -  1 ~< v~< m, satisfying 
Rr+l ~<0 < R~,. 
(Actually, we have sm= e, Pm+l = S_l/S,,,Qm+l = so/s,,, etc., cf. J i l l .) 
Given j, let 
tj = x + wy (26) 
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for non-negative integers x, y satisfying 
alx + aEy -- j (modN). (27) 
If there are more than one such pair x, y, choose the one where y is minimal. 
By (25) and (26), we have 
tj - Rv = (x - sv) + w(y  + dPv). 
By (24) and (27), 
al(x - sv) + aE(y + dPv) - j (modN). 
Hence, by the minimality of tj, it follows that x < sv. 
Similarly, by considering tj + Rv+l, and using the minimality of y if Rv+l = 0, we 
get y < dPv+l. Also, consideration of t j -  (Rv -  Rv+l ) gives us 
x <s~-s~+l  or y < d(Pv+l -Pv) .  
Thus (x, y) 6 L, where the L-shaped region L of lattice points is given by L = U tO V, 
where 
U = {(x,y)lO<~x < sv, O<~y < d(Pv+t - Pv)}, 
v = {(x,y)lO<<.x < sv-Sv+bO<<.y < dPo+l}. 
By (22), it follows that #L = N, and since there are exactly N distinct tj, we have 
determined all of them; i.e. 
{tjlO<~j < N} = {x + wyl (x ,y)  e L}. (28) 
In connection with the Frobenius number, the existence of such an L-shaped region 
was first shown by Brauer and Shockley [1]. For al = w = 1, the existence was shown 
by Wong and Coppersmith [19]. 
Using (6) ,  (28)  and (22) ,  we now get 
DN(al,a2; 1,w) = s~ + wdPo+l - 1 - w - min(sv+l,wdP~), (29) 
N(2AN(aba2; 1,w) + 1 + w) 
=(2N-svPv+l ) (s~+wdP~+,)+S~+lPv(sv+,+wdP~) .  (30) 
Next, put u = min(s~+bwdP~). In (29), first use 
s~ + wdPo+l > ~ 2 ~ ,  
then use (22) to get 
Du(al,a2; l,w)>-2V/~U2 + wN -- u- -  1 -- w. 
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By considering the right hand side as a function of the real variable u, we find the 
minimum point u = ~ ,  and (17) follows. 
Similarly, application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in (30) gives 
wN(2AN(al,a2; 1,w) + 1 + w)>~f(sv, wdPv+l), 
where 
f (x ,y )  = (2wN - xy)(x + y) + 2(xy - wN) 3/2. 
By (22), svwdPv+l >~wN. Hence, it is sufficient o consider f (x ,y )  for positive real 
numbers x, y satisfying xy >~ wN. We find the minimum point x = y = 2~/-~-3, and 
(18) follows. 
Next, suppose that (17) holds with equality. In the argumentation above, we then 
have s~ = wdPv+l and S~+l = wdP~ = ~ .  By (22), we get P~+1 = 2P~, and, by 
(23), we have P~ -- 1. Hence v = 0,ql = 2, and (19) follows. In a similar way, if 
equality holds in (18), then we get the same results. 
On the other hand, it is easily seen that (19) implies that equality holds in both (17) 
and (18). 
4. Double loop networks with minimum delay 
In this section also we consider the case k = 2. A double loop network is considered 
as an attractive and reliable local computer network topology, cf. [9, 10]. The following 
lemma supports this view. The lemma tells us that if the diameter is close to the lower 
bound in (17), then the average diameter is close to the lower bound given in (18). 
On the other hand, the inequality (17) is an easy consequence of (18) and Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1. For D = DN(al,a2;wl,w2), we have 
AN(al,a2;wl,w2)< ~ 1 54wlw2A/(lOD + wl + w2)(D + Wl + w2) 2. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, it is sufficient o consider weights 1, w. In the 
L-shaped region of lattice points L = U U V we now write the sets U, V as 
U = {(i,j)lO<~i < x,O<~j < u}, 
V = {(i, j) lO~i < y,O<~j < z}, 
where the integers x,y,z,u satisfy 1 <~y<~x, 1 <~u<~z. We have 
D =max{x-  1 +w(u-  1) ,y -  1 +w(z -  1)}. (31) 
Summing i + wj over L and using the inequalities for u and z given by (31), we get 
2wNA <~ f(x,  y), 
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where 
f (x ,  y )  = (x - y )y (2D + 1 + w - x )  + Dx(D + 1 + w - x). 
Here we also have 1 <~y~x<~D + 1. Considering f (x ,y )  as a function of two real 
variables, the partial derivatives are 
~3_._f_f =(D + y) (O+ 1 +w - 2x + y) ,  
~x 
O--ff = (x - 2y)(2D + 1 + w - x). 
0y 
We find that f (x ,  y )  attains its maximum in the region 0 ~< y ~<x ~<D + 1 + w at the 
stationary point 
x = ~(D + l + w), y = ½(D + i + w), 
and Lemma 1 follows. 
We now turn to the problem of constructing double loop networks with small (av- 
erage) diameter. It is possible to modify the proof of Theorem 3 below to get cor- 
responding results for integral weights 0 < Wl ~< w2 (and hence for arbitrary positive 
real weights wl,w2; cf. Section 6). For the sake of simplicity, we will, however, only 
consider the case wl = w2 = 1. In this case we shall give a slight improvement of (4), 
and we also give the corresponding result for the average diameter. 
Put 
Then 
0~<a~<~c- 1, 0~<A~<6. 
Here, the inequalities for tr are obvious, and those for A are easily proved. As an 
example, let us show that A ~< 6. Suppose that this is false. Since A is an integer, we 
then have A>~7. Then 3x>~ [N/xJ +7.  By I_N/~cJ > N/K - l ,  we get 3(~c- 1) 2 > N+3,  
which contradicts the fact that ~c- 1 < X f -~.  
Next, put 
x0 = -~(A + 2 + V/12(~c - tr) + (A - 1) 2 - 3). 
Then x0 is a real number > 0.86, and 
e= Lxo+ ½J 
is a positive integer. For the integer s defined by 
we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3. For N > 1200, we have 
DN(1,s;  1, 1) < 3v /~+ (3N) TM + 5, (32) 
AN(1,s; 1, 1) < ~ + ~(3N) TM + ~.  (33) 
Proof. Put 
ql =K-e+l ,  sl =q ls -N ,  s2=2s l - s ,  
and assume that N > 1200. Then x~>21, and simple, but tedious, calculations give 
0~<s2 <s l  < s < N, Rl = Sl -- ql >>, l, R2 = s2 -- 2ql + l <~ -- l. 
As an example, let us show that s2 >/0. Suppose that s2 ~< - 1. Successive substitutions 
then give 0(e)~>0, where 
#(z )=6z  2 - (2A+3)z -3x+2tr+A-  1. 
The polynomial O(z) has two real zeros zl < z0, where zl < 1. Hence zo<~e<<.xo + ½, 
so that g(x0 + ½)>/0, and we find that x 2 -  19x-  28 ~< 0, so that x ~< 20; a contradiction. 
For al = d = 1,s0 = a2 = s, wl = w2 = 1, our notation is in accordance with the 
one used in Section 3. We now have v = 1, and (29) gives 
D = DN(1,s; 1, 1) = sl + 2ql - 3 - min(s2,ql). (34) 
The polynomial 
1 f (x )  = 3x 2 - (A + 2)x -  tc + ~ + ½A + 
has the zero xo given above, and the other zero is ~<xo - 1. We also have f (c )  = 
½(ql - s2). 
We now consider two cases. First suppose that x0 < ¢. Since f (x )  is increasing for 
x >~x0 - 1, we then have f ie )  > 0, so that ql > s2. By (34), we then get 
D = sl + 2ql - 3 -s2  = h(e), 
where 
h(x) = 3x 2 - (A +2)x  +2x + a -  1. 
Also the polynomial h(x)  is increasing for x>~xo - ½, so that D<~h(xo + 1), and (32) 
holds in this case. 
Secondly, suppose that e~<x0. Then f (e)~<0, and it follows that 
D = si +q l  - 3 = -h (e )  + 6x-  A - 3 
< -h(xo-  ½) + 6x-  A - 3 = h(xo + ½) 3 2 '  
which finishes the proof of (32). 
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Finally, (33) is a simple consequence of Lemma 1, (32), and the condition 
N > 1200. Cl 
5. General bounds 
For a non-negative real number x and e = 0 or 1, we consider the sum 
M:@(x) = C(w,xt + . . . + WkXk)e, 
where the summation is over all k-tuples (xi,. . . , xk ) of non-negative integers xi 
satisfying 
w’xl + . . ’ + wkxk <x. 
Now recall the definition (5) and the formulas (6). For each j,O<j < N, a k-tuple 
(Xl , . . . ,Xk ) satisfying 
tj =~j(N;~l,...,~k;wl,...,Wk) = WlXl +“‘+wkxk 
contributes with 1 to M:‘(D), and with wlxl + . . + wkxk to M;‘)(D). Hence, 




We also have 
M;“(x) <N ==+ ; Mf)(x)<A. (37) 
It is an easy exercise to show that 
Xk < MOcx)<(x+wl +-+“‘kjk 
k!wl”.Wk k ’ k! WI “‘wk ’ 
(38) 
so that, by (35), 
~>(k!Wy~kN)“~ -WI -“‘-Wk. (39) 
The inequalities (38) can be sharpened by use of the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula 
(see [7] or [S]). For example, by Lochs’ formula (II), we have 
x+w1+ 




k!wi ‘..wk ’ 
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which results in a (rather unessential) sharpening of (39) to 
w2 + ... + wk 
D >~(k! wl . . .  wkN) l/k - wl 
2 
We also have 
l ' k  ~" llar(l)/x'~<~ (k  ~- l )x (x '~  w I 7 t- " " " "~- Wk ) k -- X k+l ,  (40) 
(k + 1)!wl ""wk 
so that, by (36), 
(k + l )D(D + Wl + . . .  + wk ) k - D k+l 
A<~ 
(k + 1)!wl . . .wkN 
For k = 2, however, Lemma 1 gives a sharper esult. 
Further, 
(k + 1)x k+l - (x+wi  + ""  + wk) k+l (41) 
g~O(x) > (k + 1) !w l ' "wk  ' 
so that, by (37) and (38), 
k 
.4 > - f f - -~(k [  Wl " " " WkN)  l/k -- (k  + l)(Wl + ' "  " Wk ), (42) 
for N~> some constant dependent on Wl . . . . .  wk. Also the bounds (40) and (41) can, of 
course, be sharpened. But this does not alter the coefficient of N l/k in (42). Concerning 
more precise estimates for M~O(x), see [17]. 
In particular, if Wl . . . . .  wk = 1, then it is well known that (cf. [19]) 
k ' 
6. Final remark 
For most purposes it is sufficient o consider networks where the weights are positive 
inteoers. For the weights wi can be approximated by rational numbers uch that the 
diameter and average diameter are each altered by an amount which we can make as 
small as we wish. Then the common denominator of the rational weights can be taken 
care of by formulas (7) and (8). 
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